Why have I written an entirely new English Teacher’s Companion? Because to offer you anything less would suggest I had not grown, changed, or evolved these past fifteen years. I am not the same teacher I was when I wrote the first edition.

—Jim Burke

A completely new companion for every English teacher

The fourth edition of English Teacher’s Companion is 100% new.

Jim Burke has rewritten it to model methods for reaching a new generation of students. Even if you own a previous edition, the entirely new edition is a must-have resource packed with:

- example lessons, teaching moves, and classroom language from the founder of the EC Ning
- a deeper research base than ever
- complete coverage of Common Core–based instruction.

“I have taught English for nearly 25 years, and I love it,” Jim tells us. Never has this passion been more apparent than in the fourth edition of English Teacher’s Companion.
A teacher’s teacher and a recognized leader in English/language arts education, Jim Burke connects the why of teaching to the how. Weaving in ideas for working with ELLs, struggling readers, and technology, the completely new English Teacher’s Companion:

- looks deeply at the research and reality of our profession, our students, and our content
- provides practical and thoughtful methods for meeting standards in reading, writing, speaking and listening, and language study
- makes assessment a priority, to find out what students know and help practitioners improve.

Trust Jim Burke. Discover the 100% new English Teacher’s Companion, and bring the passion, power, and practicality of one of America’s best teachers to your classroom.

Twenty-five years after the first edition of English Teacher’s Companion, Jim Burke continues his practice at Burlingame High School in California. He also shares his experiences in bestselling Heinemann titles such as What’s the Big Idea? and Reading Reminders as well as through Heinemann Professional Development Services. He is founder of the English Companion Ning, described by Education Week as “the world’s largest English department.” He is also associated with The Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), is on the Advanced Placement English Literature and Language Course and Exam Review Commission, and is a senior author on the Holt McDougal Harcourt Literature series.